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LOOKS LIKE TWO NEW
ITEMPLAR DECREES LADY'S CONDITION PADOCAHANS
HOLY BOOK
RAILROADS COMING HERE WERE CONFERRED REMAINS CRITICAL MEND COURT
•b 4
IN

TRUST

I or,
The Frisco People Contemplate Running Into This City FIVE CANDIDATES WERE INI- MRS. M. E. BEADLES NEAR MESSRS. GEORGE C. WALLACE,
COMBINE
CONTROLS
TH.0
TIATED LAST EVENDEATH'S DOOR AT HER
H. H. LOVING AND OTHERS
From Joppa, Ill., While the Evansville and Terre
PRICE AND DISTRIBUTION
ING.
RESIDENCE.
LEAVE,
OF BIBLE,
Haute Railroad Comes Through Paducah Enroute to Joppa to Get Connections There.
ONE OF CITY'S MOST
SUPPER WAS SERVED
MISAPPROPRIATION
STATE INVESTIGATION OF
AT LODGE ROOM
PROMINENT WOMEN
CHARGES UP TOMORROW
ITS ACCOUNTS ASKED FOR
bound to sister road, the C. & E. I. In that

It 'seems that Paducah is
be the largest railroad center in this
section of the country, as in addition
4 -` to the 'Frisco lines being joined,
either at Paducah or Joppa, Ill., with
the Mobile, Jacloon and Kansas City
toed, that the Evansville and Terre
down
Haute railroad will build
through this city in getting to Joppa
to connect with the Frisco, Chicago
and Eastern Illinois, and the M. J.,
and K. C., syyems. With these two
roads coming into Paducah it would
be a great advantage commercially
to this coutinunity and Western Ken-

•

4

A

event the Ohio would be bridged at
Joppa.
Why Extension Are to Be Made.
"At present the E. & T. H. road
tbe
is somewhat detached from
Trisce system and it is Partly to
bring this fine in closer relation with
the rest of the system to the southwest that the extension is to be made
When freight from Evansville, bound
(or the southwest, is shipped over the
'Frisco lines, it must go north 150
miles. The extension will give a
short cut to the rest of the 'Frisco
system. A glance at the rod will
'Wow the advantage of the 'project
from a system point of view. The
second and hardly less important
tucky.
consideratior is the creation of a new
In speaking of the proposition to and short 'lakes „to gulr trunk line
run the two roads through here, the through Evansville.
"The extension of the F. & T. H.
nville (Ind.) Courier of yester.
Es9u
either run along the north bank
will
day contain1 the following'
of the Ohio river to Joppa. where the
aso"Norfolk, Va., March 15.-A
Ohio will be bridge' for the line
cial to the "Ledger Dispatch" from down to the gulf, or else it will cross
Hrisiol, Tenn , says: "Bird NI Robin- the Ohio river near Evansville and
son, president of the Mobile, Jackson follow the south bank to connect
with A line starting from Joppa
& Kan.ss City railroad was in the
Plans• for Depot Are in City.
city toilsy and confirmed the rumor
"The plans for the beautiful pasthat hi. road would build a trunk line senger depot which is to be erected
from New Orleans, La., and connect at the corner rif Eighth and Main
with the Frisco & Rock Island. form- streets and which will he the terminal
ing a ncw and much shorter trunk of both the north* and south division
line from the great lakes to the gulf. of the road on the completion of the
The new road will be a funnel for line from this city to Padticah or
the Uwe' freight traffic from the Joppa, have arrrived in the city and
pock I-13nd & Frisco to gulf points. are now in the hands of SuperintendThe Mobile. Jackson & Kansas City ent Crockett. Mr. Crockett would
will build from its present southern not discuss the plans otter than to
terminus at Mobile to New Orleans say that the contract for the construcand from Middleton, Tenn., to Joppa, tion of the building would be let
within a short time
TII., or Pailneah, ky"
"It was learned yesterday that the
building will cost in the neighnew
be
will
line
southern
''The new
built jointly by the Rock Island - borhned of $trocioo. The present
deFrisco lines and the Mobile. Jackson building will he completely
The new station will be
medished
& Kansas City
"Evansville will not only Wave a three stories high, of red brick with
new southern outlet but direct south- a green tile roof Stone columns will
western ennnections with the vast surround the sides facing on Main
Frisco-Rock Island system in the and Eighth streets
"The interior of the building will
southwest.
"The extension of the Evansville & be fitted with every modern conThe second and third
Terre Haute may he on the north venience
floors- wil he eevnted to the division
side of the' river driwe to Joppa.
one of the present terminals of het offices"

THE EASTER SERMON WILL ENGINEER LEE EAKER AND MANY PIECES OF
PROPERTY CONCERN HAS RESULTED IN
FIREMAN
HURT
AT
BE PREACHED NEXT SUNTRANSFERRED to PUREXTINCTION
OF HUNMEMPHIS.
DAY TO BRETHREN.
CHASERS.
DREDS OF SOCIETIES.
A Large Delegation Will Go From Simon and Marx Boys Both Are Anna B. Scott Directed to Verify Her Increase
in Price to Book Dealers
Greatly Improved-Mrs. Edward
This City to Attend the TriAnswer in Case Where Her
and Those Desiring to WholeRiley Operated On.
ennial Conclave.
Removal is Desired.
sale Gifts.

T1, - morning at 2 o'clock Mrs. M.
Mr. cieorge C. Wallace leaves toNew York, March 26.-An internaE. Beadles of North Fifth street reday at noon for Louisville to be tional trust, covering the price and
wiped in an unchanged condition,
but the attending physicians' have present as a witness in the cakes di tribution 4f bibles and marked by
given up all hope of her recovery and where former banker W. B. Smith many of the meths already familiar
think the end is not far distant. Yes- starsgs Indicted on eleven counts to the public through the Standard
terday morning at 6 o'clock she suf- chareing him with misappropriating Oil and sugar trust exposures, has
fered a sinking spell, but rallied in funds of the Western National bank its American headquarters in the
lora hours, and has continued in the of that city, while he was president Bible house, opposite Cooper Union.
The American Bible society, foundsa4e unchanged condition ever since of the financial institution. The
4
lour weeks ago she was attacked case comes up tomorrow in the Unit- ed ninety years ago, is the American
with la grippe but was able to be up ed States court, and tooight at 1:45 branch of the combination. Though it
two weeks ago when attacked with o'clock Messrs. W. B. 'Kennedy, H. disclaims, with the other members of
rheumatism, and this, combined with H. Loving, F. S. Tool and Miss the pooling. agreement--the British
Easter Services.
infirmities incidental to advanced Annie Halpin leave for the trial, they Foreign Bible society and the NaThe Knights Templar will hold age, has resulted in a gradual de- being Paducah witnesses also. Yes- tional Bible society of Scotland-any
their Easter strv ces next Sunday at cline. It wa• thought several Ooses terday morning at Louisville Judge intent of commercialism, the combithe Kentucky avenne Presbyterian she was passing away, but her won- Evans sustained the demurrer to five nation sine -its formation has re▪
church on Sixth and Kentucky ave- derful vitality ever asserted itself. of the indictments and they were sulted in the extinction of hundreds
absorpnue. The brethren will meet" at the Shy, is speechless, but retains her quashed, while the former banker of local bible societies, the
tion of hundreds of local bible soFraternity building lodge room and presence. of mind, and her lingering goes to trial on the other six counts.,
others
cieties, of
of
hundreds
march to the church in a body. As mothents are being sustained by her
-- Amerithe
of
auxiliaries
as
the column moves into the builsfing vigorous constitution.
Property Sold.
an
and
Bible
. society
can
Fier only surviving children are ht
there is ming "Onward, Christias
Land in the county has been sold increase of"the price of bibles to
Soldier." After all the Templars her! bedside. Mrs. James El Wil- by F. E. Wood to Fannie J. Wood
American purchasers, whether bookget to their places and the proces- helm of this city and Mrs. George for $3oo and the deed filed for record !tellers or thous wishing to give a
her
is
sional hymn concladed. the com- Rains of Birmingham. Ala.. as
the, scriptures
wider erculption
Ful- aesterday with .the clerk,
mander of the body signals for the sister, Mrs Thomas Beadles of
ives.
throAuttglatcksrelibgriocushurtucoht
today
arrive,.
ton. DT. Bains will
!wethren to be seated.
pesse M. Coleman for jt and other
her.
with
he
to
Tlirmingtorn
from
Periodicals.
The organ voluntarily then peels
Mr.. Beadles is one of the city'sleonsideratioes property on West
•
New
Throughout
within
England
forth "Christ, The Lord, is Riaen
most prominent and universally be- Broadway between Sixteenth and the last month attacks on this
I1
poolToday," upon close of which the
tweets.
,Seventeenth
condiloved Christian women whose
ing agreement have been freeluent,
knights all kneel, facing the altar,
Fannie Wood transferred to F. F. both oi
sadness
widespread
•
don causes
the church and secular press.
and recite in unison thc loord'a ambngst all circles where she is dear- Wood for $3co land in the county.
Included in these charges have been
Prayer. after uhteli all arise and go ly loved and held in the highest of
Mary E. Gottrieux bought from
through the tempter service that is estimation by everybody. who hope Hannah Clark for $o3oo property on many charges that the American
Bible society ha; not been managed
read by the prelate On completion for the best.
Trimble street.
so
as to produce the most good for
sung.
be
will
109
No.
of this Hymn
For Sop land in the county wall the money expended
after which, led by the prelate, all
sold to Wheeler W. Houser by G. "We used to bey a • testament in
Train Smash- Up.
avow their faith in the Apostle's
Engineer Lee Faker of the Illi- J.
Canada iyhich cest iss, laid down in
creed Rev J. Henry then preaches nois Central was brought in yesterAdaen"C. Utterback transferred to Boaton, a little less than 3 cents and
Jams
which
the annual sermon. following
day at noon from Memphis with both James W. Canipbell, Jr.. foe $5 and which we sold at that price Since
all arise and. sing "All Hail the ankle' sprained and body painfully other considerations property in the
tru,st wag formed we can not get
Power."
bruised, caused by a wreck in the Arcadia
theae, and a similar book put out by
The benediction follows.
yards of that city Monday. He was
The Suburban Realty company the American Bible society costs 5
at the throttle of the engine pulling transierred to J M. Bradshaw for cents.
his p:o.enger train in through the $300 property on Monroe between
Saratega Springs Trip.
"'Independents Sell Cheaply.
fifty Paducahans will go Memphis yards Monday when a Twenty-fret and Twenty - second
can buy mere. cheaply own
"We
from here on the special sleeper to the switch engine mailed some coaches streets.
independent publishers than from the
which
down
lint,
main
the
on
out
eiennial conclave at Saratoga Springs
For $200 land in the county was American Bible society since the rebowling at a fast
sold by Daisy Gipson to John Hern- cent increase in price.
Already many have INSCTVed tickets the passenger was
the danger. Engineer
don.
and berths for themselves. The. com- clip. Seeing
"The undoputed facts are these:
on the air brakes, resmacked
Ealocr
mittee of the Paducah commander)',
Qualific.stions.
The British and foreign society has
then lie and
and
engine
his
versed
Yrs.
Knight's Templar, that has charge of
George C. Hughes qualified as ad- an agreement with the Americas
his fireman. W.. C. Tony. both
following
sent
the
the
has
out
trip,
e fthe estate of his late Ribk sr,ciety that it will not sell
ministrator
AND
BEEN
TH
FINISHED
HAS
SHOWS
DOCUMENT
THE
jumped. The passenger train cerne to
*UMBER AND VALUATION OF DIFFERENT PIECES OF invitation to all desiring to join with a standstill ten feet from the coaches brother, Haskell - Hughes. and E. P. bibles for distribution in America nor
Thoornas C Leech and E. W. wit the Amercan Bible society sell
• PROPERTY ASSESSED FOR COUNTY AND STATE TAX PUR- them'
pushed out on the main line. The
PadUCah7"Ky. March 20, 1907.
were selected as ap- bibles for distribution in England.
Whittemore
MONTH DECIDES
bad''
POSES-THE FISCAL COURT NEXT
both
were
fireman
and
engineer
Knight.
Sit
The Canadian Bible society will not
the estate.
inventory
to
praisers
OF
RATE
TAXATION FOR ENSUING TWELVE
UPON THE
bruised, but no bones broken. The
The thirtieth triennal conclave, quick action of Engineer Eaker save
qualified as guar- sell bibles for irratnitona distribution
Rudolph
G
Felix
MONTHS.
isiallemamommalbasawak grand commanders', Knights Templar.
He was dian for Charles 'Wooden. Edward in the United States.
the Svcs of passengers.
will be held at Saratoga Springs, N brought in yesterday and taken to his Brown, Raymond Brown and -Ora
"The American firtile society has
Y.. July 7-14. 1907.
also been carrying on a propaganda
home a' Eighth and Harrison streets. Brown.
Deputy Conley Cderi, Walter ononds valued at $12,595; watche:
It will be am occasion of great en- Fireman To* was brought in also.
Maurice E. Gilbert qualified as a by which local bible societies have
Smedley and Deputy County Assessor ond clocks, $5.ot6; jeweiry. $405; joyment to all Sir Knights and theia
notary public, filing his commissim been induced to become auxiliary to'
his home being on Goebel avenue.
and
gold,
$1.580;
plated
silver
ware,
Finley yesterday finished making out
fortunate enough to
he received from Governor Beckham. the central society and to send their
team "enginec and boiler. $7475; friends who arc
funds there, and the bible colportage
the %recapitulation which shoe. the
attend. It is probable that Paducah
Boys Much Better.
to,
and
craft,
steamboat,
valued
other
•
work. which will formerly one of the
total valuations placed on property
will be well
T1
No.
Commandery
are
Attorney.
Marx
of
Power
Maxie
and
Simon
Arthur
at $2,000: coal, oil and salt and gas
activities of the society and
chief
in this city and county for county
its members and both out of danger. so stated Dr. Jeff
of
by
power
represented
Hattie Settle conferred
wells, $700; building material (brick
and state tax purposes. he figures
one, and itossibly Robertson yesterday,' the attending attorney on Joseph E. Grogan, the Which deservedly won to it the supthat
and
friends,
and stone) $11,5oo; wines, whiskies,
showed the combined total TS $11,478.cars will be chartered physician. The Simon child is still document to that effect being lodged port of Christian people,-has been alnol in distillery warehouse, $31,- two. Pullman
etc.,
most entirely discontinued.
exemp26o, while there are $2ok000
trip from.Pachi- at Riverside hospital and is resting With - the county clerk.
through
the
make
to
929; store buildings, 394 in number;
"Although heavily endowed, the
lad
Marx
day';
a
the
with
tions, the lands :bre valued at $2,Springs.
while
exceedngly well,
stocks, $932,015; value of property call te:t Saratoga
American Bible society does not sell
363,132, cit ylots at $70306,664, perNiagara Falls. A choice is at his home. There is no doubt
at
People.
stop-over
Cidored
held by another to be sold on comthan they art
•onality, such as notes, cash, etc.,
of routes will be given,"including sone eihatever of their recovery unless
The clerk issued marriage licenses bibles any cheaper
other
mission,
$1.175;
property
value
pubindependent
by
sold
made
and
de$517,105. while all other personality
home, for which the fare for some unforseen complications
to the, following colored people:
148,868 7-10 acres of land, direct
expenses
$49•747:
administration
The
lishers.
$1,787,389.
One
at
$26.20.
valued
be
is
trip will
velop.
Htrman Scrugge. aged 20 and Beuvalued, with improvements. at $2,- the round
of the society are enormous and it
The recapitulation will be forwardby way of Albany and the Hudson
lah Grover. aged 16, of the county; does
1-2 city lots valued at
7,046
363,102;
not do any such amount of
pf
hosed
Philastate
the
Improving.
to
by
once
ed at
Steadily
river to New York, thence
Tonle Shelton. aged 244 of Metroptienprovkenents;
includitog
$7405,664,
work as would justify
benevolent
equalization at Frapkfort so that
delphia, Baltimore and Washington,
Mrs L. V. Landergreen continues olisowand Rosie Harrisonn, aged 21, these expenses.
$325;
stallions,
three
thoroughbred
hosis
total
Riverside
the
whether
with
body can decide
with a stop-over at each place,
to steadily improve at
of Stoneport.
Condemns Society's Work.
in proportion to other counties' of the three thoroughbred geldings. $250; the probable round-trip fare of pital where she was operated on for
time thoroughbred mares and colts. $31.2% and with a round-trip from appendicitis, arid will be able somecommon wealth. '
"I have long studied the work of
Verify the Answer.
The recapitulation shoys the fol- $575; fourteen commen stal/iona, $1.- Washington to Jamestown with Ft time next week to be moved back to
The court directed the defendant, the American Bible society at home
for
lowing detailed assessments for Mx 26o. 2.362 common geldings, mares fare probably of $3.50. A choice is het suite of rooms at Rotel Craig,
Anua B. Scott to verify the answer and elaroad and have believed
an.organnot
is
it
that
years
several
optirposes: Jacks, 36, valued at $2- end colts, $98.495; 1,063 mutee and gwenoalso of returning by way of Alinstituted
suit
she filed in nee
mates bany. Hudson river line of steamers
contributions of
Others Ailing.
'065; jennets, 23, valued at $345: bulls, colts, $50,024: bonds, tI.9oo;
against her looking teneards removing ization to which the
N.
W.
work could
Mrs.
Ober
bible
$149.540:
for
secured
of
.
by
daughter
people
at
valued
Christian
the
TT,
COAVC,
trip
Suaie.
mortgages,
ocean
$165;
by
at
then
of
imloed
and
to,
to New York
administeatrix of the estate
dislocated her as
committed."
$320, (these are the thorougebreds); notes, $136,353; accounts, $109,685; to Norfolk, which is prattscally at Cabell of Madison street.
James Scott. She be judiciously
husband,
late
her
the
In the present annual report of the cows, bulls, etc., of common breed, cash, $33,350; cash deposited in bank, Jameetown, and thence home by rail. her left shoulder while playing at
was given motile this afternoon to
Bible society the board
yard.
indiwith
Academy
American
deposited
cash
$53,002;
Mary
St.
2,221: valued at $23,775; 746 sheep
The round-trip fare for this routi
daughter of verify the document.
say:
little
members
the
$2,775;
money.
other
videals,
$soo;
at
Catherine,
valued
be
will
hogs
route
2,736
A
$1,560,
voloed at
probably be $32.20.
Suit for Account.
Henry. is much
"During the year 1906 four new
St0,444; Agricultural implements, $8,- land aseessment. 4363,102; city lots, arranged by which the return trip can Rev..and Mrs. J. R.
and R. C. Leeper have
Corky
S.
G.
Sooth
on
societies have been recognized
home
their
bible
at
notes,
as
improved
such
personality,
$7,006,664;
i
slaughtered
including
he made through Canada,
795; vehicles, $52,335:
filed suit against A. Patterson for as auxiliaries of the National society.
ailing
ben
'hag
she
where
street
Shah
other
personality,
animals, $165; safes, $5,936; house-'cash, etc./ $517,105;
Sfontreal and the St. Lawrence river.
claimed due for two horses, Thirty-two societies have been re$206,000; The round-trip rates do not include for the past week with acute larnyx- $199
exemptions,
told and kitchen furniture. $158•680: $1,797,389;
goods and groceries plain - stored to the lists of living and achousehold
machinery and manufacturiog imple- grand total, $r o4e8,260.
'Pullman cars, although on the New gitie.
defndants.
tive auxiliaries. During the same
Mrs. Edward Riley. wife of the tiffs sold
ments, $114,95; musical instruments,' The fiscal court, during its meet- York and Norfolk steamer the fare'
on yesperiod three societies, formerly auxoperated
was
clerk,
tiostoffice
$29,563; raw manufacturing material, ing nest month, decides how much includes state room and meals. Re86-yoar-old blind iliary, hay; been removed from nut
Jones,
Riley
-Mr.
is
and
hospital,
Riverside
at
$63,520; manufacture darticles, $41,- money will be needed to run the duced hotel rates will be served at terday
man of to8 Woodward avenue, is re- list. This action became necessary
li$225;
at
valued
2,
enthe
atenapt because these societies long ago
during
paintings,
government
835;
county
/Saratoga Springs.
courting from his
throat
kis
i
tdl
il
t
t
Ife
will
and
recover.
brer_bes, 36, valuect‘at $8,170, the com- suing twelve months, and then fix
army
-arletcte tonne enlisted in the
bined holding. 737 volumes; 132 dia- the taX rate accordingly.
(Continued on Page Eight.),
knife.
dull
a
with
(Continued from Page Three.)
•
yv•Oetrty.
I
The Knights Templar yesterday
and last night conferred degrees
upon five candidates at the assembly
tall an the Fraternity building, the
session mit closing until late at
night. The work was started in the
afternoon and continued until O
o'clock when supper was served in
the. P6dge loom dining hall by the
Eastern Star ladies. After luncheon
tha Templates resumed their degree
work and remained untilsa late hour.

•
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ASSESSMENT RECAPITULATION
IS COMPLETED BY DEPUTIES

•

•

4
.•

•
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LOOKED INTO
NEW BANK'S
BUILDING CHARITY WORK
WORK HAS BEEN STARTED ON SECRETARY JAP TONER, OF
CHARITY CLUB, HAS
STRUCTURE AT SMITH- _
RETURNED.
LAND.

Cal Wagoner Sells His Saloon on While in St. Louis, He Gathered Information of Much Value to
South Second Street to F.
Club's Work.
M. Matlock.

Organs
Out
of
Tune

Female Discord
that is, discord in a womaff's organs or functions, is simply another
name for disease, but it expre-ses what perhaps you have never
thought of, and that is, the jangling irritation of your nerves, when your
organs are out of tune. Health is harmony. Every organ must do its
work; every function must be natural, otherwise you need

NE
WINE

CARD1111

a

Woman's
Relief

Secretary Jap Toner, of the Charay club, has returned from St. Louis,
where 'he spent several days looking
into the manner in which the charitable organizations of that city look
after the poor and needy people. He
desired information along this line,
to tune you up again, and bring harmony into your discordant system. Cardui does this
as it will be of benefit to him and
In a natural manner, because it is a natural remedy, for diseases peculiar to women.
the Paducah club in caring for the
destitute of this city.
It acts directly on your organs, heaLs and cures them, regulates the functions, helps to
WRITZ US FREELY
Mr. Toner spent. several days goI suffered great
make you well. Mrs. James Johnson, of Mt. Olive, Ark., writes:
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling an your
ing around with and conferring with
and
troubles
We
stating
will
age.
send
you
your
pain in my head and back from female trouble, and could not s:t up, but one bottle of
the officers of the associations, in
nu ADVIC1C. in plain sealed envelope, and a valthat city, and it is wonderful the
brougkit me precious relief." Try It.
Cardul
uable 64-page Book on "Home Treatment for Women "
amount of work they have on hand,
Address : Ladles' Advisory Department, The
but it is not surprising in another
Chattanooga medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn
C 95
respect, when the sire of the city is
considered and how many thousands
of destitute people have to be looked
after by the good workers.
Mr Tone gathered many fine ideas,
that will benefit • him in conducting GAMBLERS MUST GO IN TEXA—
Sl
the undertaking here, but wants to
A professor in Copenhagei; uni submit his amassed information to Vigilance Committee Formed And
win Take Action if Necessary.
vereity is said to'chlornform plants. the Charity club ladies betfore giving
After several days they bud in great rthem rut to the public. He will do
this at the next gathefing of the dub.
Galveston, Texas, March 26.—
profusion.
Aroused by the killing of two county
officials by a notorious gambler at
Port Worth, mass meetings were held
Sunday in many parts of the state to
discuss driving gamblers and ga mb in g from the state of Texas. Vigilance committee were organized in
into
ANTI SALOON LEAGUE TO CONTINUE CRUSADE IN KEN- twerety counties to take the law
hands
state
the
own
in
their
ridding
ALL
COUNTIES
IN
APPLY
TUCKY—WANTS UNIT LAW TO
ancl•prom—OPPOSED TO COMBINATION OF SALLON AND GROCERY of the iraternity. Wealthy
They
are
members.
citizens
inent
—AFTER THE LARGE CITIES.
claim the courts are too lenient.
Special counsel will be employed
According to statements issue db burg, Corbin, Jellico, Russellville,. to prosecute both gamblers aml negDr. George W. Young. state superin- Somerset, Falmouth, Greenup, Ma- lec:fill officials. Petitions have been
tendent. with the action of the last rion, Yanceburg, Beattyville, Jackson started to ask the legielartire to pass
the bill %%hid' makes gambling a felgeneral assembly of Kentucky in and many others.
If the league secures an amendment ony with the penitentiary ae s penpassing the county unit law the Kentucky Anti-Saloon league began anew to the county unit law it sill be pos- alty. The gamblers had raised a fund
and with more actis fly 'its crusade sible to for g vote to he taken in to fight the bill. Advicee from .\ustin
against the whisky traffic in the ?tate, the larger cities and towns of the say two-thirds of the legislature have
pledged themselves to vote for it.
says the Courier-Journal, and with state.
dollars has becti raisThe following ie a list of counties 'Half a
the formation of plans now well nnder way will go before the next ses- in the state from shich the saloons ed Ify cit•ren• for a criteadei against
sion of the legislature, seeking to have been expelled by a vote of the the sporting fraternity. Thirty gampeople, and 'also those shere whisky bling 'houses in els large cities have
further the cause of the league.
will
It is the purpose of those directing is sold, together with the number of uotifieil the authorities the
the movements of the league to have precincts in each where saloons flour- close.
the county unit law so amended as to ish, as supplied by Dr. Young:
3.so POUNDS.
include cities of the first, second,
Altogether Dry.
WEIGHTED
Adair. Allen. Ballard, Barren, Bath,
third and fourth classes, and to this
end the efforts of the league officers Rell, Boyle. Bracken, Breathitt. Bai- Seventeen-Year-Old Negro Was Usable to Get Into a Paswill be principally directed this sum- lin. Butler, Calloway. Carlisle. Carter,
mer. in order that nothing will inter- Casey. Clay. Clinton. Crittenden.
senger Coach.
fere with the introduction and pass- Cumberland. Edmoneon. Elliott, Es1ppletoil. Wis. March 26.— Elmer
age of the amendment.
till, Fleming, Floyd. Fulton, Garrard, Sheppard, a negro known throughoii;
It is also the purpose of the Grant. Graves, Oraysons Cireen, the land as Big Eno. the heaviest
league to secure the passage of a Greentip. Hancock. Hardin, Harlan, man in the United ,States, and only
We
law to prohibit the conducting of sa- Hart. Henry. •Hickiman. Trimble. Un- seventeen years of age, died here tothe
same
of
the
loon* and grocery stores in
ion. Washington, Wayne. Webster. day of faty degeneration
Driving
building. This law will be directed Whitley. Wolfe, Woodford. Jackson. heart. Sheppard weighed 340 pounds
the
rate
Louat
of
weIght
particularly against the citg
Jeesamine. Johnson, Knott. Knox, and was gaining in
isville, where saloons and grocery 1.2rue. Laurel. Lawrence. T.ee. Leslie, of a pound a week, having Fained
stores flourish tinder the same roof. Letcher. Lewsi, Lincoln, Livingston. nearly forty pounds during the winAnother law which the league will Logan. McLean, Madison. Magoffin. ter. The body had to be removed
make heroic efforts to have passed at Marshall. Martin, Menifee, \tercet. from the house before being placed
the next sessOn of the legislature. is Metcalfe. Monroe/ Morgan. Nicholas. in a rough box and taken to an unone s hich will so simplify the Sun- Ohio, Oldham. Owen. Oweless Pen- dertaking establishment, no door nor
day closing law as to make its inter- dleton. Perry. Pike. Powell. Pulaski. window in the building being large
120 NOR TH THIRD STRLEI
Robertson, Rockcaetle. Rowan. Sus- enough to permit the box being taken
pretation unquestionable.
Eighty-Nine - Counties Dry.
sell. Simpson. Spencer, Taylor. Trigg into the 'house. Two years ago Sheppard had to give up riding in passenA-ccording to documents just is- and Todd
ger coaches, as he was unable to the city would go "elo" now, add
Wet or Partly Wet.
sued by Dr. Young, there arc eightythey declare dat the temperance
Anderson. 2: Bourbon. 1: Boyd. 2: enter the doors,
nine counties in the state .from which
ll declare a reto
people of this city
made
he
to
had
popuby
box
special
abolished
Campbeen
A
have
saloons
Caldwell I:
flreckinridge.
lar N•ote of the people, as against bell. wet; Carroll. 2: Christian 3: hold the body, and it is believed a tenth-As, warfare on the saloons of
1: Fayette, s: derrick 'will have to be employed to this city two years hence.
thirty where saloons are maintained. (lark. 1:
It is charged the breweries and
Of the number of counties in the Franklin. 1: Gallatin. 2; Hetkine. t: lower the body in the, grave. It took
nine strong men to carry the body distillers of the country have sent ,an
state which :ire dry. twenty-six have Shelby. I: Warren, t: Harrison.
been voted 4o since the passage of Henderson. I: Jefferson. mostly wet; from the house to the undertaker's injunction to every retailer and
wholesaler that he must obey the
the Cammack County Unit law at the Kenton. mostly wet; Lyon. 2: Me- wagon.
father
is
law,
and they realize that unless they
Sheppard's
assembly.
that
said
last session Of the general
It is
Marion. t; Mason. I:
Cracken.
is going to be
The following are the counties Meade. 2: Montgomery. t: )fithlen- an extensive land owner at Pnca- do the liquor business
•
greatly affected.
Immo,. W. Va:
which, Doctor Young says, have vot- berg, I: Nelson. 3: Scott. 3:
•
, It is stated that the saloon-keepers
ed dry since last summer, together
in this city may be put out of ITwith the saloons formerly maintained
POLICE MUST KEEP OUT.
Mese if they violate the law, as their
by them:
Women in Real Estate.
Henry.•8; Washingobn. o; Union.
Warned by Mayor Against Entering eupsflies will be cut ,off. According
to this report it is said that the perA woman real estate agent in Los
to;'Lincoln. 7: Trigg, 6: Hardin, 5:
Local Option Fight.
Springtime is wall paper time. The season is here, RepaperWoodford, 8: Simpson. 4; Trimble. s: Angeles recently made the • largest
Owensboro, Ky., March 36.—Mayor 5013 arrested the third time will -tie
ing
go with house-cleaning, and the tme for both is at hand.
temThe
henceforth.
goods
refused
the
at
paNicholas, quart houses: Bracken,7; land sale, so far
order
price was concern- 011ryan posted an
It you have had this kind of work done before yeu know
N•arning the perance agitation is responsible for
aliancock. 3: Edmonton, 4: Jessamine:
yesterday
station
trot.
ed, ever made by a'woman in that
from pest experience that delay until the middle of the season
5: Mercer 6: Todd, 13: Whitley, 22;
patrolmen not to take an active part the saloons of this city "walking the
country.
the
part
of
too often means disappointment. So, if you have not already
do"nothing
There
was
18;
Logan. 5; Ballard, 3; Pulaski.
in the pending local option election. chalk line"
placed your order with us, do so now, and avoid the rush.
According to the Housekeeper, the He says that if any officer feels it in- in's" lucre Stoulny.
tireenup, 4: Pendleton, 13; Lewis, 3:
We are prepared to execute your order, regardless of its size,
Lee
houses;
Crtenden 3; Clay, quart
deal was for nearly a quarter of a cumbent upon him to ,engage in the
and will do the work promptly and correctly.. We have an
5: a total of twenty-six counties and million *liars. The woman agent campaign he will accept his resigna- "SHOOTING UP" DONE
efficient corps of men who understand artistic decorating. Ste
tlit saloons.
• had been in the business only about tion. Seevral of the cops have been
BY BLACKS.
our stock of paper. Beautiful in designs and in great variety.
It is set forth that during this two years. but is making a success of active on both sides in the last few
How do these prices strike you?
the
by,
won
is
were
counties
campaign
two
time
it.
days. The local option
Exoneration of Majot Penrose Does
saloon element, they being Meade
"I have meny women clients," she waxing warm in Owensboro, snd it
Not Clear Negro Soldiers.
8 cent Wall .Paper at per roll
and Nelson. The twenty-six counties said, "and have no trouble with promises to be one of the most
Counso cent Wall Paper, at per roll
them. I find that, as a rule, they spectacular ever held in Kentucky.
voted "dry" since the Cammack
Washingtbn, March 26.—The senty Unit bill became a law comprise a come right to the point and transact
ate committee on military a.affirs to12 1-2 cent Wall Paper, at per roll
, terriviry ofomei square miles. and tipsiness more quickly than many o/ 'CHATTANOOGA PUTS OFF
dly received from the acting secrehad, in two. a population' of 402,875. the men do.
THE SALOON FIGHT. tary sf war a copy of the telegram
Special prices on all high grade paper. Get your order in
Eighteen of the counties iocluded in
The lack of practical knowleelge,
before the rush.
from Brig.-Gen. McConkey, commandthose that are "wet" at the present the ability to close a deal, is the
Chattanooga. Tenn., March 26.— ing the department of Texas, concerntime have saloons at one place, six fault that presents itself most glar- According to the Pastors' asosciation ing the Major Penrose court-martial.
have saloons at two places. and six ingly to women. She . can demon- of this city no effort will be made The telegram says that Penrose was
'have saloons at three or more places, strate and convince, but cannot ex- by the temperance people of this exonerated, but that the court found
Some Elections Planned
ecute a deed or draw e contract for state or city to secure temperance that the "shooting tip' of Brownville
F-ICC11.11S NV.111 soon he held by the her own protection.
But she is an Itgislation before th present session was done by the members r, the
league in -Lebanon, Lawrenceburg. apt pupil, and only needs to he of the state legislature closes, which Twenty-fifth infantry.
Richmond. ari, probably Lexington, shown a few times, after which) she will be only a short time. Them inOwensboro and Daviees county. It. can do withont a lawyer.
Judgment for $4,5oo.
isters. say it would be useless now to
Sterling. Cynthians, part of Ashland. "She always overestimates details try to have anything done in the
In the Graves circuit court Will
possibly Bowling Green and Scott and snende time on •trifles, allowing way of temperance reform, excepting Stephens, of the city, secured a
and Warren counties.
the main issee to lose force by delay. the passage of the Foust excise bill, judgment against R. Is. Roland, of
Among the important towns in the Women usually 'enter into deals with sihich restricts the saloons.
Jackson, Tenn., for $2,500 for alleg- •
state which have been voted: 'dry." enthusiasm, bin, in the words of the
The Paetors' association has pass- ed false imprisonment and malicious
. the crusade of the Anti-Salon street, the are 'quitters.'
under
ed resolutions statieg that no, election prosecution. Foy an Seay were the
League are Springfield. Morganfielid.
"They cannot endure weeks and could be held in this short time for attorneys for the plaintiff.
Stanlord. Cadiz. Fslizabethtown, Ver- months of inaction. waiting for their the entire abolition of the saloons' of
Stephens was employed by Roland
sailles. Carlisle, Nicholasville. Hawes- 'right time,' and become discoeraged. Chattanooga. The, resolutions say last year and the latter
Stephens
ville, Harrodsburg, Elkton, Wiliams- The stayers reach the goal."
that ,if an election' should be held. aerested.—Mayfield Mirror.
Yesterday morning ground ‘l
broken for the bank building to be
constructed at Smithland by the
parties getting up the new financial
institution that will enter business as
soon as the building is unshed. The
new bank is known as the Smithland
bank, and will capitalize at Sio,000,
having Mr. David Dunn as president.
Mr. Chaees 0. Lowery as vice president, and Mr. J. Fort Able cashier.
It will probably he ahoht the first
of June or July before the new institution is ready for business. The
blinding is coins; up between the
Drummers' Home hotel and buildings
pn the other side of that hostelry.
Saloon Changes Hands.
Mr. Cal. Wagoner 'has sold his saloon on South Second street to F. M.
litatlock, who formerly ran a coffee
house on Tenth and; Caldwell streets.
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At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles

No Let Up
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The Columbus Buggy

have a full line of High Grade Buggies, Carriages and
Wagons of this celebrated make. Don't fail to call
and look our line over. No better buggies made. For sale by

Powell-Rogers Co.
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!ew's Pharmacy
These are RED GUM COUGH SYRUP,a cure when others:
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS,the cure for indigestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food& Drag Act
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Makes Two Special Remedies
WHICH ARE DISPENSED UPON ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD

SOLD IN
PADUCAH

TRANSCRIPTS FINISHED IN
MEETING OF1
REHKOPF INDIVIDUAL MATTER
COLLEGE

BY

LANG BROTHERS

SEVERAL FISTIC Matti!,Efingera Co.
and Embahners.
MEN MKS ARE ON 130 S.Undertakers
'THIRD STREET;
•
PADUCAH. KY

•

1
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THE COPIES ARE EXPECTED TO ARRIVE TODAY AND WILL
THEN BE FORWARDED TO CINCINNATI—WALSH COM- NOTTED GATHERING OF EDU- TWO JACKS, JACK PALMER
PANY SUED COOPERAGE WORKS FOR Ilto,000—MICHELSON
AND JACK SULLIVAN.
CATORS AT TOPEKA,
CREDITORS WITHDREW INTENTION OF ACCEPTING COMPROMISE OF THIRTY CENTS ON DOLLAR.
Princeton Baseball Team Plays the Frisco Again on Fight Map—Parke
Hampden-Sydney Team Toy
and Rhodes Come Together
At Norfolk, Va.
At Davenport.
'Attorneys Crice and Ross yeater- not exist to put the Paducahan into
• p
'day received a message from the bankruptcy. This latter would be a
clerk of the United States court at reversal of Judge Evans.
the
that
Louisvilk
announcing
Topeka, Ka.., March 26.—The most
Los Angeles, Ca:, March 26.—The
voluminous records had seen copied
notable gathering of educators ever sale of seats for Lonight's fight beSuit Over Machinery.
in the E. RehkopL indiidnztl bankThe Walsh Manufacturing com- entertained in Topeka assembled at tween Jack Palmer, the English
ruptcy case and mailed to the Padu- pany of Pittsburg yesterday filed suit Washburn college today to attend heavyweight champion and Jack
4
• cab attorneys, who expect to receive in the United States court here the fifth 'meeting of the conferences (Twin) Sullivan of Boston indicates
them today. The copy will be wine against The
Cooperage of colleges of the interior. The con- that a large crowd will fill the Pa
Paducah
over, it including every bit of deposi- company for $to,000. The Pittsburg ference embracs leading Congrega- citic Athletic club to see the battle.
tion and other character of evidence firm sold the Paducah cooperage tional and interdenominational col- Palmer declares he is in far better
and every order made in this famous plant some val,uable machinery for leges from Ohio to the Pacific coast. condition than ahen lie fought Sullitigation. After closely scrutinizing- $5.34.60. The cooperage people reAmong the institutions represented livan a draw in England four yeara
the documents to see that they are fuse to pay for it on the ground that are the following colleges: Oberlin, ago, and is confident he will have no
correct, Lawyers Crice and Ross will the mechanism is not what was con- Milwaukee-Downer, Marietta, Knox, ditfie‘lty in knocking Sullivan out.
then take them to Cincinnati to be, tracted for. In addition to the pur- Kingfisher, Iowa, Fargo, Fairmount, Reports from the Sullivan camp say
lodged with the circuit court of ap- chase price the Walsh people ask for Drury, Doane, Beloit, Chicago TheoJack is as fit as a fiddle and
peals of the United States court. damages, making the total sum de, logical seminary, Carleton, Colorado, is as ,onfident as Palmer,
for
where the case i. being carried
According to the agreement the
Yankton. Wheaton, Whitman, Tabor,
sired. Pomo.
trial in attempts to get reversed the
Rockford/ Ripon, Redfield, Pomona, men .,re to fight at catch-weights for
decision of Judge Walter Evans of
Olivet, Pacific University and Pacific ojcoper cent. of the receipts, to be
Acceptance Withdrawn.
the federal court at Louisville, where
Theological seminary.
divided 60 per cent. to the winner and
Yesterday the creditors of Max Jay
thk latter juri.t decided that Mr
.At the initial session this afternoon 40 per cent, to the loser. If Palmer
Rehkopi ltim.eli must follow hi firm Nlichelseur appeared before. Referee Dean Thomas R. Willard of Knox is successful against Sullivan he will
Bagby of the bankrupt court and college told of plans for assisting thallenge the winner of the Burnsinto bankruptcy.
It took three weeks to copy thc withdrew their intention of accepting students in the election of their O'Brien battle,•sshich is to take place
4 record., w bleb include °thousands of the compromise of thirty cents on courses and President J T. House of here in May.
typewritten page. It will probably the dollar that was offered them by Kingfisher college_spoke of the future
111
be sometime the last of next month Michelson in full settlement of their of the academy and the preparatory
Frisco Armin on the Map.
before the Cincinnati appellate nib- claims against him. The creditors school. "Student Government: The
San Francisco. March 26.—The first
'trial hands don an opinion in the Monday decided to accept, but now Honor System," was the subject of important pugilistic event to take
matter. The opinion from the judges withdraw their inteotion in this re- an address by Dean George I.. Col- place in this vicinity since the great
Is to be *hether Mr. Rehloopf goes spect, and on M. Micheal Riving bond lie of Beloit college.
Professor fire is •'ated for tonight and as a conInto ;mil% idual bankruptcy and Judge lo guarantee he %ill buy Michelson's Charles Summer Nash of Pacific sem- sequence the ring followers are on
Evan's dr, kion thereby sustained, or goods for Won. the referee ordered inary and president William F. Slo- the tiptoe of expectation. The affair
ough circumstances do Michelson's stock sold tomorrow.
'ether
cum 3f Colorado college, made ad- will be a twenty-round go between
ime===
dresse• tonight The conference will Dick Hyland, the "native son," and
be is) session three days..
"Cyclone" Thompson. hte promising
Tiger Ball Team in South.
Illinois lightweight Since the match
Norfolk, Va., March a6.—The was' made both fighters have been
Princeton baseball team, champions training faithfully. Thompson at his
of the East last year, lined up here quarte•s near Golden Gate Park, and
today against William and Mary for Hyland at Millet's place near Coins:.
the initial game of the series and to Today both are reported in the pink
morrow Princeton will meet Hamp- of condition and 'ready for the gong
den-Sydney and then will go to fo call them into the ring. It will
Richmond to play Randolph-Macon be their third meeting. Their first
and Rirtnnond- college.
fight .which took place at Los An• geles, was won by Thompson on a
foul, while the second contest at OgPennsylvania Conference.
'Tyrone, l'a , March 26.—Ministers den resulted in a decision for Hyland
and lay delegates are arriving in large after 25 rounds of fast fighting. Jack
numbers to attend the thirty-ninth %Velch is to referee tonight's battle,
annual session of the Central Penn- which is to take place at Dreamland
iylvania conference of the Methodist
Papke and Rhodes.
church. The conference will be in
Davenport. Ia . March 26.—In the
4ei#10/1 at Alle First Methodist church
during the next ten days with Bishop arena o the Davenport Athletic club
W. F McDowell. of Chicago, presid- Billy Pi.pke. the Spring Valley miner,
and Billy Rhodes. the Kansas City
ing.
welterweight, come together asrin an endeavor to settle the
tonight
Beck in a Thaemend Years.
Before leaving this world the late question of their relative supremacy.
Prophet Dowie announced that he It is to be a fifteen-round affair. Papseveral
would return in a thousand years. ke and Rhodes met at Peoria
..••••
.
was a deresult
the
and
ago
weeks
have
Long before that tiets we shall
church in America, lately in Ten- mountain homes in Kentucky to cision for the former at the end hi a
Rev. F..siteo Nweeya Badal, a
has
nessee
made addresses in all the tempt the gods, not to speak of pa- ten-roiled bout
tinguished missionary, working tinprominent
churches in
Knoxville, triarchs, prophets and confessors.
Au the ;direction of the Presbyterian Chattanooga and
Nashville.
The American flag will then be wav- STATE DAYS AT THE JAMES--ualkprch./ U. S. A., (Cumberland) a
The address will have for its subfrom Terra del Fuego to the
ing
TOWN EXPOSITION.
sgatke f the city of Orimiah, Perisa, ject "Persia and Her People" in
mouth of the McKenzie. Washingthe
of
congregation
wig address the
which the custhms. manners, charJune to—Georgia.
Presbyterian adteristics of the country will be ton's birthday and the Fourth of July
avenue
will he as enthusiastically observed
June i i—Dastrict of Columbia.
evening.
ibis
o'clock
.urch at 7:30
illustrated by native costume, picl in Buenos Ayres, Valparaiso or Rio
June i2-Virginia.
flie is traveling under the authority tures and curiosities
At the close Janiero as in New York. Boston or
June 26—South Carolina.
in:be
in
missions
of
of the addresses the offerings of the Louisville.
of the board
1—West Virginia.
July
terest of the work in Persia. With people will he received for the adKentucky wil be a veritable Eden.
July 6—Kentucky.
interest and appreciation he has Yancemnt of the educational and misHer population will he away up in
Aug. 8—Ohio.
spoken in numerous pulpits of his sion work in this field.
the millions. Louisville wil be a
•
Aug; 15---North Carolina.
Loodon in population, a Vienna, BerAug. 22—Louisiana.
sell bibles where they 'can and. give lin and Paris combined in beauty.
Sept. 5—Massachusetts.
them away to families oo poor to Airships will every hour land hunSept. to—Rhode Island.
purchase them. But if a local society dreds of travelers at broad and beauSept. ta--Maryland.
does not consent-to become an vigil- tiful stations. Wide and spacious
Sept. I8—Vermont.
iary" it pays to per cent more for avento:s will intersect every point of
Sept. 2I—Missouri.
. • -et Jefferson county. Every visitor will
its bibles.
Sept. 25—Florida.
Since the bible trust began to ai)- be welcome. But first of all, the KenOct. 3—New Jersey.
sorb local societies under threat of tuckians of that time will want the
Oct. 4—Pennsylvania.
itroppitig them from its list of fav- spirits of the brave old pioneers to
Oct to—Connecticut.
ored enstomers—those allowed to cominsuie with their descendtnts.
(Contineed from Page One.)
•
purchase at cost—nearly too° of
If Boone and Kenton were to come MAN WITH A BOIL COULDN'T
p
SIT ON A JURY.
ceased tti maintain those close and these societies have been driven out to Louisville today, would they be
helpful relations to she national so- of existence. This ha meant the surprised? We think not. They
viety which the name auxiliary im- abandonment of that ninnber of fields knew that Kentucky had within her Harry Conklin Can't Sit on Anything
possibilities of whi0 no dream could
Eke, Either, So He is Excused
plies. The total number of local bible of house-to-house Iwork.
be an exaggeration. Would the Kenaocietits *haring our biwdens and
By St Louis Judge.
tuckian of today be surprised at the
recognized as our auxiliaries is 541."
advancement he might witness a hunIt is. charged lyy the officers of the FALLS EIGHTY FEET
/Larry J. Conklin, salesman for the
of
instead
that
years hence, or five hundred, or Stickney Cigar company, escaped jury
dred
FOR
society
ASKS
Bible
Ik 'Union
CIGARETTE
Kentucky service in Judge Sales' court Monday
a thousand? Not likely
aiding in the circulation of the scripsolid by reason of boils,. Tie did not de•ent.
advance
for
synonym
a
is
Washington, March
tures in the United States the ab26.—Henry,.
sorption of a local societ yas an Wright. a hod-carrier. employed in and unceasing. It began right.. It scribe to the court the exact sort of
''auxiliary" merely makes it a collec- the construction of a new brewery at has survived grievous temptations. boil, nor whether his patience was
tor of funds for the American Bible Bentleyvill, this county, lost. his trials and dangers. It has learned that of Job. "I can't sit on a jury,"
society,• which, for twenty-five years footing and plunged eyeighty-three the lesson of one law for all. It has said the juror.
previous to the issuance ,of its last feet from the roof of the structure. come to know that states can, no
"Why not?" inquired Judge Sale.
annual report, had abandoned house- In falling he encountered two two- more than individuals, live within
"Boils," said Conklin.
to-house work amongs the Ohite two-inzh planks, which were broken themselves. The prosperity of one
"WA-a-t?" the court exclaimed.
affects all others.
•
Itcmericans. The constitution of every in twain.
"Just boils," Conklin repeated. "I
Whether Dowie returns or not in can't sit on a jury, your honor—or--'
Wright lay immovable for a few
auxiliary must contain this article.
Local Societies Annihilated.
seconds and two physicians were a thousand years, Kentucky will still
"Or what?" the court interjected.
"Anywhere else for the present,"
'All fends not wanted for circulat- summoned. As they edtered the be here, richer and more resplendent
•
ing the scriptures within the society's building they were met by Wright, than ever, with no political machines, Conklin finished.
"Excuse Mr. Conklin," Judge Sale
. own limits shall be t%aid over annual- Who carelessly asked Dr. William no fixed juries and no stuffed ballot
ly to the parent society. Local bible Booth for a cigarette. An examina- boxes. There will be peace, plenty ordered..—St. Louis Star-Chronicle.
societies, of which there were 2,200 tion showed that not a bone was and progress at every hand, and the
Cabbage in Cuba grow to such si,ze
in this country a few years ago, all broken grid pot few minor bruises smiles of Kentuckians will rival the
do house-to-house work in their dis- sustained. Wright' resumed his work very sunbeams of beaven.—Louisville that a single head often weig'hs twenHerald,
..
Wets, maintaining paid agents, who immediately
ty po:Mds.

INSURE WITH

BEBOUT &SMITH
"Anything in Insurance"
OFFICE 306 B'WY

PHONE 385

UDINI INSURANCt
Warn L Well & Co
A LL

COVERS

ACCIDENTS

'T'ravelers Insurance .Co.
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Native Lecturer from
_

•

persia

BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD

Office Phone 369:
Both Residence: 72F
canal BUILDINF

FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with large column, back porch latteied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
lot 4oxx6o feet.

M'CRACHEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
See L. D. Sanders, Office 318 South Sixth. Phone 765.

a

Lnd
:all
by

HOLY BOOK
IN TRUST

Sor

lir

1e
American-German
National Bank
$230,000.00
.Capital
Surplus and UndividediProlits . . 100,000.00
Stockholders' Liability
230,000.00
Total
$560,000.00
Total Resources . $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A.-Bauer, Louis F. KolbTFT.
A.IPetter, C. F. Rieke,: Muscoe Burnett, Geo. C.
Thompson, President; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.
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Healthy Bath Rooms
Good plumbing means
good health and this combined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. "Stamford" Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures mak e
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room improvements, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large yourjob.
sr

rap

E. b. HANNAN.
Both Phones 202
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ours and with those of our own age O 000000000000e o oo
we were in effect comrades. I say,in
effect, Using the phrase as a modifi- o THIS DAY IN HISTORY. 43
cations. We were comrades and yet
PUBLISHED BY THE
not comrades. Color and condition o o 000 o 000 000 00000
MARCH 27.
Register Newspaper Company, interposed a subtle line which both
parties were conscious of. and which: I 3ofe-Roliert Bruce crowned King
+I+ th +1+++..
4 1.4
+ +++I +
-0 lea+-1-e4
•
(Incorporated.)
rendered complete fusion impossible. of Scotland.
Ponce
discovered
Building,
-Florida
523 Broadway , We had a faithful anti affectionate I. 1512
by
At Register
SLICK YOUNG MAN TRIES TO
good friend, ally and adviser in de Leon.
PURCHASE GOODS FROM
President 'Uncle Dane.' a middle-aged slave,I 16.15-Death of James I. of EtigfAMES E. WILHELM.
Charles
I.
of
accession
land
and
STORE.
in
best
me
the
the
was
whose
head
Treasurer
JOHN WILHELM,
letetDenmark
ee
and Sweden conROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary negro quarter, whose sympathies
eere ewide • and warm, and whose eluded treaty for mutual defense.
aloe-Peace of Amiens signed by
Entered at the frostoffice of Padu- boot was honest aad simple and England, France, Spain and.the B2served
me
GREAT MANY NEW PATTERNS AT VERY LOW PRICES
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CABLE NET CURTAINS

blob Point Curtaina'''

Swiss Rutile Curtains
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By the Yard

PURCRI&MOMPSON
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'PEANUT FACTORY NUISANCE
WARRANT IS DISMISSED
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ones new by using
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THE PROSECUTION HAD riTE CHARGS DROPPED YESTER
DAY IN THE POLICE COURT. AND THIS DISSOLVED THE
CIRCUIT COURT INJUNCTiON PREVENTING TRIAL OF
THE CHARGE—NOW MATTER GOES BEFORE THE BOARD
OF HEALTH WHICH EXPECTS STATE SECRETARY NUCORMICK HERE SHORTLY.

4 I ••

GOOD CLOTHES

Enough in one box to keep
your hat cleaned all summer

In order that the state board ol ley,- representing the cominonwealth,
health could get at the complaint re had the iruisince warrant dismissed
garding the Paducah peanut factory, in the police court, as the charge was
GUARANTEED
at First and Washington streets, lodged under the law which permits
there was dismissed in the police court the police court to sit as an examinand Sold Only at
yesterday morning at request o( the lig tribunal alone, and empowered
commonwealth the warrant gotten cnly to hold the accused ever to the
out chagiog 'the factory with main- circuit court gram] jury where the
taining a nuisance by permitting vol- charge could be ittrestiigated. On
umes of peanut dust and dirt to. fly dismissal of the warrant the circuit
over the surrounding neighborhood. court injunction being no longer
The "city board of health Monday needed, the restraiding order from
night decided to take the matter in that tribunal is dismissed.
s•
The cite board of health has
hand and sec if they could not
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
eithtr get rid of the factory or abate agreed to take the matter up for Mr.
the alleged nuisance. The factory Holmes, that body being empowered
+•
•
•
•+• cleans peanuts, getting the dirt an..1 to prosecute anything in the nature
.'• •4; +
• dust from the hulls, and this fine dirt of an unhealthy nuisance. On the
•
• flies out over the surrounding ntigh- health body desiring to do this Mr.
POPULAR WANTS.
• borhood in clouds, gating into per,- Holmes had his warrant dismissed in
•
•
••!* pies eyes, into their, homes, er.t. the police tribunal charging the pea••+.,
•
•
•
S•
Chief Engineer John W. Holmes, of nut people with maintaining the nuiFOR RENT—Three large rooms.
statior.4 sance.
the, water wot:••ks
504 S. Ninth.
The city board of health two weeks
across from th.: p•zanut fact -y, last
IA sued the be pint uet.tilt- for $...5oo ago wrote Secretary McCormick, of ;
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev
damages on account of the dust. the state board of health, asking 1
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. :3
This case has never yet come to him to come here and take up the 1
Scott.
peanut factory proposition and also
trial.
••••4
'Several weeks ago Mr. liolmet got other local matters. Secretary W. T.
WANTED—Position as
stenog- out a warrant in the police court Graves, of the Paducah health boar,'
rapher by young lady. Address A. B. charging the foctory wit.i maintain- has received a letter from the sta•
C., care Register.
whci states I,
nig a nuisance by virtue of the dirt secertary's son,
flying over the neighborhood. T:ie father is now iii Arkansas, to win Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for peanut
people got out an injunctioil place the son has forwarded the lt
*fishionable dressmaking at 726 Jefin Judaic Reed's circiuit court re- ter inviting 'Dr. McCormick to coo
f('rson street. Old 'Phone taos.
straining Judge C-ross, of the po- to Paducah. The son,io his cot.
lice court, from trying the nuisance municatiott, said his father had d.
FOR RENT—The cottage on Sevwarrant. This injunction has been sired to come to Paducah for some
enth street this side of Dr. Reddick's
bottling matters in abeyance since months, and would doubtless answer,
residence.
Also the storehouse in
The ivitation by setting a date for his
then.
Mechanicsburg formerly occupied by
morniltsmaion. Hal S. arrived to investigate local combYesterday
Jake Rederman Grocery company.
Engineer lions. Some word is anticipated from
for
attorney
Mirth cow for sale, apply to Jake Corbett,
Bark- him. in Arkansas every day now •
Attorney
County
Hoinses,
and
Seventh
13iedernan,
street.
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M'PHERSON'S
DRUG STORE

.4•
4 -4

WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
Able-boded unmarried men between
ages of at and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and tempe-ate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. Fog information
apply to Recruiting officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.

•I•

•

If you knew the care taken to have our suit fabrics all-wool, strictly
fast-colored and serviceable textures—
It you knew the skill employtd to insure durable linings and
trimmings--if yen knew the union talent used to make our suits faultless
in style and lit—
If you knew the high class orthe Tailors who do the sewing-You'd know why we guarantee them so confidently—why their wearers continually grow in number.
We're showing the styles of the hour, and nothing would afford us
more pleasure than to show them to you.
You needn't think of buying, just come to see what's what.
Suits at---

4 I.

"UNION STORE CARD"

KENTUCKY.

•t****seassitessmess***** I
•
'
MENTION.
•
its.***+•••••.**************

New York, ,March 26.—Employers
r.nd leaders of trades unions predict
the season of ton; will be a peaceful
-3 sic,.marked by dullness in POIrle
'branches of industry and activity in
others.
\lay 1. it is expected, will bring
fee, if any, big sttikes, and there
are no differences in sight which are
likely to c.airse trouble in the summer excepting the great strike threatened on the railroads at Chicago.
Iii building trades generally, it is
expected that the volume of construction work will be less than in
any year 4n the last decade, bun4red of mechanics have been laid
off in Manhattan in the last thirty
days, and it is stated that many more
will be out of work before May t. •
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EXHUME
THEATER IN
torically known as the site of the
LUCANIA BUILT all.
defeat of Pyrri.i by the Romans 280
Troupe Appears This Evening at the
YEARS BEFORE CHIST )ears before Christ.
Washington Building.
Professor Roney and his troupe of Building Well
Preserved on Site of
boy mui,ians will app Aar this (WTI,"
the Ancient City of Hermits..
—mi.. I. E Lamb died of meing in their curicert at the-Waslangton school budding on West BroadRom e. Marei,
k magrincent nmptson at her home in the Sysoway. .A portion of the proceeds go Roman theater, in a good state of *on'. .CctiOn iii•
Graves county and
to the library fund of the school. preservation, has been discovered by
the remains *ere buried yesterday
'Ttte troupe is one of thr tine.t tom- the workmen engaged by the Italian
•
at the Clark's river cemetery. She
tog the munay and has appeared government
to make excavations on
before immense audienees in all the the site of the ancient city of Ken- was thirty years *of age and is slurlarge cities,
de& ;n Lucerne. The place i. his- ri‘ed by one loather and one sister.
,
•

TEMPLAR DEGREES
WERE CONFERED

INDUSTRIAL PEACE
•
PREDICTED FOR
PERSONAL
PRESENT YEAR. •

••

I•

atiMMatammega—__

PADUCAH,
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$10.00, $12.50 UP to $20.00 or- $2230

JACKSON FOUNDRY I& MACHINE CO•
Heavy steam hammer forgings,
machinery and boilers repaired,structural iron for btildings, mill and
steamboat supplies. .Have on hand
second-hand Laundry machinery, boiler and engine cheapd

Om*

•I 0.

(
• \

Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, Room to4, No
Trueheart Building. 524 Broadway
)1(1 phone 534-r

Miss - Agnes *Carney. of Mayfield,
is visiting Mrs. L A. Albritton, of
West Jererson.
kCantianed from Page One.)
Mrs. James R. Lemon. of Mayfield,
was in thiE city yesterday.
. D. George Rains. of Birmingham, • In order to make suitable arrange-,
Ala., will arrive this afternoon to ments for the trip it is necessary to
attend the bedside of hs mother-in- have a general idea as to the number I
law, Mrs. M E. Beadles. of Noorth who will probably attend, and each
Sir Knight is requested to sign the I
Fifth.
.
.
postal card and return it to i
enclosed'
Attorney W. A. Berry and wife
commandhave returned from Uniontown. ac- the recorder of Paducah
an ohl
be
sense
no
ery.
It
will
in
companied by the former's mother.
kerne vs
can
no
gation
one
to
go.
as
Berry,
Mrs. A. L.
a certainty at this time, but it will be
Mr. John VanCulin. of New York, of great service to those who may be
arrives here next week from Hopkins- called upon to act for the command-tine. -where he is. visiting.
cry in the matter. Your friends who
'Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Lindsay. ac- may desire to go are included in this
cmpanied by Miss Nell Barry, have invitation. We remain, courteously
Iletet take advantage of, the cut gone to San Aintodio, Tex., /where the yours,
prices in the book, and music sale at ladies remain while Mr: Lindsay is in
W. j. HILLS,
Harbonr's Department Store.
Monterey. Mexico.
I. 0.-WALKER.
.
EDGAR W. WIIITT F.MOR E.,
Mesdames W. H. Kane and Charles
Committee.
returned
Hauser
from
have
St.
Louis.
ROOSTER A FIERCE FIGHTER
Miss Ntary Barry has gime to
Mimics Gardener, Who Has to Go Louisvilk to visit Miss Helen Lee
.
looks.
ELECTRIC THEATRE.
.t • •
tet_Hoapital for Treatment.
Mir, Theodore Presnell„ wife aid
New York, March 24.—A prize daughter, Miss Edon, returned la
white Leghorn rooster was Nawab Smitbland yesterday aftt4 visiting Mr. W. P. Moore Opened His PlayEmir, sultan of the hennery at 47t here
house Yesterday.
Mrs. G W. Duky, of Senithland.
Madison avenue. Elizabeth. N. J.
Gottlieb Thalman, a gardener em- will arrive today to visit Mrs. W. H.
ployed by Miss Sarah E. Abbot there Edwakls, of Washington street.
Mir. W. P. Moore opened his new
Miss Mattie Foster, of Harrisburg. electric theater on Breathvay near
entered the sultan's domains yesterday. The roosteil, furious, flew at Ill., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. J. L Fifth street yesterday and it is one
the man, scratthed his face, peclied Womack, of Salem avenue. .
of the finest attractions in ill city,
at -his eyes and fought savagely
Attorney -Cecil Reed '15 t101pC POOM the views being numerous, very at,
Thalman pierced the fowl's heart Louisville.
tractive and illustrative.
with his knife.
Mr. J. H. Garritson yesterday went
Thalman's face was criscrossed to Mississippi on Inisinttss.
with deep scratches, and his eyes
Contractor George Katterjohn rewere so swollen that be was taken to turned from St. Louis yesterday
the hospital. His sight will be afMiss Ruth Parker has returned from
fected for some time.
visiting in Mayfield.
All the hens to which the rooster
Misty hflarjottie Scott will *turn
had been paying respected attention ;next !Saturday from Florida.
moped after his death. Not one laid
Miss Katie Kocrtz, of Owensboro,
an egg yesterday. The hens will go went home yesterday after ti,
:tg
on a sympathetic strike. it is feared. the Misses 1.; 1-1-,:n,.tof South Sixth.
i.i7.2!e
1117.1")C7
Mrs.
llas mho-nett
Irotn visiting Mrs. Ella Wylieat
FINE PASTURAGE
htayfield.
DR. .1
Mr. and Mrs. David Murphy. •of
• pastures are now ready to
°see sleek.
Fine grass, plenty of Keshl, are visiting Circuit Clark Joe
• and good shade Best care Miller and wife.
Mrs. T. A. Clark has returned from
of your stock. My farm is
Old miles on Contest road. For St. Louis.
Mrs. E. R. Bradshaw. •is visiting
irrite
Mrs. Wilbur, of Memph‘s, and returns
JOHN R. ROOF
.
Lone OTAc. Ky. tome Friday. .
Mr. and Ws. 'Otto Gross. of St.
'7ISE 111 THE SEZIST
.1..or.i.s. ut vist.ing Mr. and Alro. Fral

1
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ELLSAYS HAT
CLEANER
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RONEY CONCERT.

LAST CHANCE
OUR. SPECIAL BOOK AND MUSIC SALE
CLOSES MARCH 30.
•
HERE ARE SOME OF OUR, GREAT CUT-PRICIL VALUES
All St.so late copy-right
novels
at
Sine
. This lot includes "The Far Horizon,' "Coniston," 'The Doctor"
and a hundred others.
"Later Day Sersetheeruk" "The Chief
Legatee," "Rate Meredith, Financer," worth St.so, extra spedal..soc
AU popular copy-rights worth 75c
at
doc
This includes "The Man on the
Box." "Sea Wolf," "Hearts and
Masks" and too others.

Webater's International Dictionary,
indexed, latest and blot edition,
worth 1112.50, at
Si1.65
White House
Si.so, at

Cook

Book

worth
7rsc
Beautiful podded leather edon of
poets. worth fit.es. at
73c
Sausderd worlu of fiction In silk
- cloth binding, worth ssc, at
iv
Dainty little boob of pilaw.. white
silk binding, worth 33e, at
tic

•
6

BIBLES, DICTIONIRIES, AND ALL OTHER BOOKS AWL IN THIS SALE
HERE ARE SOME OF THE GOOD THINGS IN SHEET MUSIC;
ace as; t 'aSt • ***** ainuaturuteue
3oo Copy Right Songs-and Instrupint dittos mimeo put p.reptntis oat
mental, all good
OSZ 301
30 3S1
ilUTI • •
300
pieces. Good Music, a little old,
prtuarart.oirm pus slob nrindod oaf
Nam at as eaamd pool! oof
worth 25c, for
4c
Don't be slow, BUT GET IN ON THIS. We can't tell all our special offerings.
'

The B000k and Music Man

D. E. WILSON

At Harbour's Dep't Store
el

FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
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